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During the course of this book you will learn how to read the 22 Hebrew cursive letters (and the 5

ending letters), how to write them in a step-by-step process, and at the end you'll be able to read

whole words in cursive Hebrew and expand your vocabulary. No previous knowledge is required,

but it helps if you are somewhat familiar with the printed Hebrew alphabet.This book contains: *

visualizations of the 22 Hebrew cursive letters (and 5 ending letters) * side-by-side comparison

between printed and cursive letters * step-by-step writing instructions for each letter * special notes

designed to improve memorization * many examples showing the cursive letters in everyday writing

* additional in-text navigation for easier referencing
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I'm always skeptical when a book says "the easy way" but this book delivers (for me). However, this

book by itself is not a complete resource for learning the Hebrew language. I found it helpful but it is

NOT a long book; in fact it is VERY short. It was worth it for me.



While in college, I used to take my notes using the Greek alphabet just for the fun of it. When

someone would ask me to look at my notes, their mouth would drop open. "What the heck is THAT?

It looks like Greek to me."Well, yeah, that is what the letters were, but if anyone knew the modern

Greek alphabet and pronunciation, they could read it quite easily, as I could.Now I wish I had known

how to write notes in Hebrew, this book really would have been a fun one to have back then but now

I can read written Hebrew almost as easily as the block letters.The book was VERY easy to read

and comprehend. I have no problems recommending it to anyone who wants or needs to learn how

to write Hebrew handwriting!Learn Hebrew The Fun & Easy Way: Hebrew Handwriting - an

introduction to cursive Hebrew

I bought Rosetta Stone about a month ago and I needed to learn the new Aleph-bet, I was learning

the regular writing from books and had no idea there was cursive writing.I loved how easy it was to

learn a whole new alphabet!I'm sending a letter to my friend in Israel this weekend, I hope he

understands my cursive handwriting!!! ;)

This is a neat eBook that goes over the handwritten forms of the Hebrew Alef Beit. As the

description suggests, a knowledge of the printed letters is recommended. It is a great way to study

the Hebrew Alef Beit because it gives the letter, shows the sound it makes, and demonstrates step

by step how to write the letter. A vocabulary word is given with each letter. However, it is not

interactive, so it's not a good primary source to learn the alef beit.

It is not very simplified. It takes some specialEffortto learn what it saysIt is just OK and hopefullyI

can learn some HebrewFrom it !!!

This is a very good way of how to learn how to write in cursive and it's well explained. I really like it !
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